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Construction Traffic Management Plan
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This report: has been prepared by GHD for Hutchinson Builders and may only be used and relied on by
Hutchinson Builders for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Hutchinson Builders as set out in this
report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Hutchinson Builders arising in connection
with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was
prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by
GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Hutchinson Builders and others who
provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has not independently
verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in connection with
such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were caused by errors or
omissions in that information.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

GHD was engaged by Hutchinson Builders to prepare a Construction Traffic Management Plan
for the partial demolition, alternations and new buildings at 40-42 and 44 Melville Street, Hobart.
The proposal is for a new student accommodation complex and includes:


Demolition of the existing red crossing buildings and the rear brick warehouse



Retention and re-use of the existing heritage building



A new five-storey building on the Melville Street frontage



A new 14-storey residential tower setback 15 m from the Melville Street frontage

1.1.1

Planning permit conditions

Planning Permit PLN-18-422 was issued by the City of Hobart on 8 October 2018. The permit is
subject to the following conditions relating to traffic management:
ENG tr2


A construction traffic and parking management plan must be implemented prior to the
commencement of work on the site (including demolition).



The construction traffic (including cars, public transport vehicles, service vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists) and parking management plan must be submitted and approved,
prior to commencement work (including demolition). The construction traffic and parking
management plan must:
– 1. Be prepared by a suitably qualified person.
– 2. Develop a communications plan to advise the wider community of the traffic and
parking impacts during construction.
– 3. Include a start date and finish dates of various stages of works.
– 4. Include times that trucks and other traffic associated with the works will be allowed
to operate.
– 5. Nominate a superintendent, or the like, to advise the Council of the progress of
works in relation to the traffic and parking management with regular meetings during
the works.



All work required by this condition must be undertaken in accordance with the approved
construction traffic and parking management plan.

This Construction Traffic Management Plan report has been prepared to satisfy planning permit
condition ENG tr2 as outlined above.

1.2

Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to review the proposed construction arrangements and to detail
traffic management measures to minimise the impact on the operation of the external network.
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1.3

Assumptions

The staging of works, demolition activities and traffic generation during each stage has been
advised by Hutchinson Builders.
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2.

Existing conditions
2.1

Site location

The site is located at 40-42 and 44 Melville Street, Hobart. The site is illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1 Site location

Subject
site

Base imagery obtained from TheLIST © State of Tasmania

2.2

Key roads

The key roads include:


Melville Street



Argyle Street



Elizabeth Street

Each of these roads is described briefly in the following sections.
2.2.1

Melville Street

Melville Street is a two-way, two-lane road, connecting from Campbell Street in the CBD to Hill
Street in West Hobart. Melville Street has signalised junctions at most intersections through the
CBD. In the vicinity of the site, parking is provided on either side of the road, with time limits
ranging from 15 minutes to two hours.
Footpaths are provided on either side of Melville Street. There are no dedicated cycling
facilities. Melville Street is not used as a bus route.
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SCATS data was collected for the Melville Street / Argyle Street junction for the week beginning
8 October 2018. Key traffic statistics for Melville Street are summarised as follows:


Average weekday traffic

4,900 vpd



Weekday AM peak (8:00 - 9:00 am)

360 vph



Weekday PM peak (4:30 - 5:30 pm)

390 vph



Saturday peak (11:30 am - 12:30 pm)

390 vph

2.2.2

Argyle Street

Argyle Street connects Morrison Street on the Hobart waterfront to New Town Road in North
Hobart. Argyle Street is one-way, in the north-west direction, between Morrison Street and
Burnett Street. Argyle Street is two-way north of Burnett Street.
In the vicinity of the site, Argyle Street is one-way northbound, with three traffic lanes and
parking provided on either side of the road. Argyle Street has an uphill grade from Liverpool
Street to Melville Street.
Footpaths are provided on either side of Argyle Street. A bike lane starts on Argyle Street, north
of Brisbane Street. Argyle Street is used as a bus route.
2.2.3

Elizabeth Street

Elizabeth Street is a two-way road connecting from North Hobart to the Hobart Waterfront. It is
severed at the Elizabeth Street Mall, between Liverpool Street and Collins Street, and allows
buses, taxis and authorised vehicles only between Collins Street and Macquarie Street, which is
also known as the Elizabeth Street Bus Mall.
In the vicinity of the site, Elizabeth Street has two lanes with parking provided on either side of
the road. Footpaths are provided on either side of the road. There are no dedicated cycling
facilities. Elizabeth Street is a major bus corridor between Hobart and the northern suburbs.

2.3

Surrounding land use

The site is surrounded by commercial premises. Adjacent to the site on the east is an open-air
public car park used for all-day parking. To the west and south are retail stores. Opposite the
site on Melville Street is existing UTas student accommodation and a Christian University
(Alphacrucis College).
The Hobart Fire Station and Ambulance Tasmania are located east of the site on Melville Street
between Argyle Street and Campbell Street.
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3.

Description of activities
3.1

Construction program

The construction program will generally be broken down into stages as follows:


Stage 1- Soft demolition: November - December 2018



Stage 2- Structural demolition: January – February 2019



Stage 3- Construction: March 2019 – July 2020

The dates provided above are indicative only and subject to refinement.

3.2

Hours of work

General work hours will be 7:00 am to 6:00 pm Monday to Saturday. Out of hours work will
occur for crane erections / civil connections.

3.3

Works footprint

The works footprint will generally be limited to the site at 40-42 and 44 Melville Street. Three
existing parking spaces in front of the site on Melville Street will be removed from February
2019 until the completion of the works to provide a loading zone. These are currently two-hour
parking spaces.
It is proposed to close the footpath in front of the site from the last week of demolition (end of
February 2019) until completion of the works. The closure is required for pedestrian safety. A
gantry cannot be provided at this site as there are two trees on the footpath which must be
maintained and protected.
It is proposed to provide a pedestrian crossing point east of the site on Melville Street. This will
require the loss of two additional parking spaces, including a one-hour parking space and a twohour parking space.
Access to the lane along the south-western border of the site, which provides rear access to
properties along Elizabeth Street, will be maintained where possible. Short term closures of the
lane will be required during business hours for works on the boundary or moving equipment in
the lane.
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Figure 3-1 Works footprint
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3.4

Access requirements

The site has two existing access crossovers on Melville Street which will be utilised during the
works. A loading zone will also be established in front of the site. The loading zone will be
approximately 36 m long which provides sufficient space for a semi-trailer to manoeuvre in and
out. Semi-trailers will utilise the loading zone in front of the site, while smaller trucks will enter
the site. Trucks entering the site will turn on-site to exit in a forward direction.

3.5

Traffic generation

3.5.1

Soft demolition

Traffic movements during soft demolition will typically comprise light vehicles carrying operators
to site each day and trucks carting waste material away from the site.
Approximately 1,000 m3 of material will be removed in hook bin trucks. A total of 67 trucks are
estimated to be required based on an average truck capacity of 15 m3, resulting in 134 truck
movements in total (two-way).
There will be approximately 10 workers on site during the soft demolition works. Parking on site
will be limited, with staff expected to park in appropriate long-stay parking spaces in the CBD or
surrounds, or travel by public transport, bike or walk.
Given an assumed 5 week soft demolition period:


Daily light vehicles

10 movements (two way)
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Daily trucks (average)

6 movements (two way)

During the commuter peak periods, the soft demolition stage is expected to generate no more
than around 2 to 4 light vehicles per hour with most movements of workers to and from the site
occurring outside the commuter peak periods. The soft demolition stage is expected to generate
no more than 2 trucks per hour.
3.5.2

Structural demolition

Traffic movements during structural demolition will typically comprise light vehicles carrying
operators to site each day and trucks carting waste material away from the site.
Approximately 4,000 m3 of material will be removed in truck and dog trailers. A total of 267
trucks are estimated to be required based on an average truck capacity of 15 m3, resulting in
534 truck movements in total (two-way).
There will be approximately 10 workers on site during the structural demolition works. Parking
on site will be limited, with staff expected to park in appropriate long-stay parking spaces in the
CBD or surrounds, or travel by public transport, bike or walk.
Given an assumed 8 week structural demolition period:


Daily light vehicles

10 movements (two way)



Daily trucks (average)

13 movements (two way)

As with the soft demolition, the structural demolition stage is expected to generate no more than
around 2 to 4 light vehicles per hour during the commuter peak periods. During the peak of
demolition, the structural demolition stage is expected to generate no more than 4 trucks per
hour.
3.5.3

Construction

A workforce of up to 180 workers are expected on site at the peak of construction activities.
Worker parking will not be provided on site, with staff expected to park in appropriate long-stay
parking spaces in the CBD or surrounds, or travel by public transport, bike or walk.
The busiest traffic-generating activity during construction will be concrete pours, with some 3035 concrete trucks for each major pour (up to 22 expected across the project). Each pour would
occur over an 8-hour period, with an average of approximately 4 trucks per hour during that
time.
Earthworks will be undertaken during the first 2-3 months of construction, with excavated
material removed via truck and dog trailers.
Other activities during construction will include material deliveries. Precast panels, gyprock,
elevators and site sheds will be delivered on semi-trailers. Deliveries in semi-trailers will be 4-5
trucks per day, 1-2 days per week. Reo will be delivered by rigid trucks. All other materials
(carpet, tiles, fire pipe, paint, joinery and etc) will be delivered by small / medium rigid trucks.
During the commuter peak periods, the works are expected to generate no more than 10 truck
movements per hour (two-way). Most movements of workers to and from the site will occur
outside the commuter peak periods, and be spread across various CBD locations.

3.6

Site access routes

Heavy vehicles accessing the site will come from north of Hobart, as well as the eastern shore.
The largest vehicles accessing the site will be semi-trailers, which will be critical for bringing in
large items such as precast panels and elevators during the construction phase.
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Numerous options have been considered for the access route for semi-trailers. Where possible,
heavy vehicle routes have been selected to provide more turning space at intersections. Turns
into one-way streets, where heavy vehicles can take up multiple lanes to complete the turn,
have been favoured where possible.
Turn path assessments for a semi-trailer showed that determining an access route where all
required turns at intersections can be achieved was difficult. Consequently, having semi-trailers
access the site from the opposite end of Melville Street was considered. This would require
traffic management to allow semi-trailers to pull into the loading zone in front of the site.
It is considered that the most appropriate option is to have semi-trailers access the site from the
western end of Melville Street, via Liverpool Street and Elizabeth Street. Traffic management
will be used to stop westbound traffic on Melville Street to allow semi-trailers to turn into Melville
Street from Elizabeth Street and to turn into the loading zone in front of the site. Delays on
Melville Street are expected to be minor, given the expected truck volumes. Semi-trailer
movements will be in the order of 4-5 per day, 1-2 days per week.
With trucks facing the opposite direction in Melville Street, the proposed outbound route is via
Brisbane Street and Bathurst Street. This requires turns into one-way streets only. There may
be some impact to the central median traffic island at the Melville Street / Campbell Street
intersection. If conflict occurs, the keep left sign may need to be temporarily removed.
Alternative options of having semi-trailers access the site from the eastern end of Melville Street
would result in greater impacts, with traffic management required at three junctions. Additional
parking spaces would also likely need to be removed to facilitate turns at these junctions.
Any queuing for trucks needing to wait to enter the site will occur outside of the CBD. Heavy
vehicle movements will be scheduled to avoid the need for queuing on site. In the unexpected
event that a truck arrives while another is still on site, the truck will travel around the block. For
semi-trailers this will be via Campbell Street, Liverpool Street, Elizabeth Street and Melville
Street.
The proposed semi-trailer access routes are illustrated in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2 Semi-trailer access routes
LEGEND
Inbound route
Outbound routes
Circulating route

A summary of the route options considered is provided in Table 3-1. Key turn path assessments
are provided in the following figures.
Table 3-1 Route options
Option

Comments / Issues

Access from eastern end of Melville Street
Inbound
Brisbane Street, Campbell
Street, Melville Street

Liverpool Street, Argyle Street,
Melville Street

Right turn from Campbell Street into Melville Street cannot be
completed without going over median traffic island on Melville
Street (Figure 3-3). Even when undertaking the turn from the
outside traffic lane, the semi-trailer still goes partially over the
traffic island and the footpath (Figure 3-4).
This route is not considered acceptable.
Left turn from Argyle Street into Melville Street cannot be
completed without crossing the centreline in Melville Street
(Figure 3-5). Traffic management would be required to hold
traffic back on Melville Street.

Outbound
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Option

Comments / Issues

Right into Elizabeth Street from Melville Street crosses over
the centreline and conflicts with the awning on Elizabeth
Street. The turn path also conflicts with parking spaces on
Elizabeth Street (Figure 3-6).
Right into Brisbane Street from Elizabeth Street crosses over
the centreline and conflicts with parking spaces on Brisbane
Street (Figure 3-7).
Traffic management would be required at each of these
intersections for this option to be feasible. Parking would also
need to be removed.
Access from western end of Melville Street
Elizabeth Street, Brisbane
Street, Campbell Street,
Bathurst Street

Inbound
Davey Street, Harrington
Street, Melville Street

Liverpool Street, Argyle Street,
Melville Street

Right turn from Harrington Street into Melville Street crosses
over the centreline on Melville Street and also conflicts with
parking spaces (Figure 3-8). Traffic management would be
required to hold traffic back on Melville Street and parking
would need to be removed.
The turn from Liverpool Street into Elizabeth Street can be
completed by a semi-trailer (Figure 3-9).
The turn from Elizabeth Street into Melville Street requires
crossing over the centreline (Figure 3-10). This turn can be
completed with westbound traffic stopped on Melville Street,
which is required to allow the semi-trailer to pull into the
loading zone.

Outbound
Argyle Street, Brisbane Street,
Campbell Street, Bathurst
Street
Campbell Street, Bathurst
Street

Parking spaces would need to be removed to facilitate right
into Brisbane Street from Argyle Street (Figure 3-11)

Requires turns into one-way streets only. There may be
some impact to the central median traffic island at the
Melville Street / Campbell Street intersection. If conflict
occurs, the keep left sign may need to be temporarily
removed.
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Figure 3-3 Campbell Street turn path assessment, inside lane

Figure 3-4 Campbell Street turn path assessment, outside lane
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Figure 3-5 Turn path assessment Argyle Street into Melville Street

Figure 3-6 Turn path assessment Melville Street into Elizabeth Street
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Figure 3-7 Turn path assessment Elizabeth Street into Brisbane Street

Figure 3-8 Turn path assessment Harrington Street into Melville Street
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Figure 3-9 Turn path assessment Liverpool Street into Elizabeth Street

Figure 3-10 Turn path assessment Elizabeth Street into Melville Street
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Figure 3-11 Turn path assessment Argyle Street into Brisbane Street

Smaller heavy vehicles will utilise more direct access routes to the site, as illustrated in Figure
3-12. Heavy vehicles, excluding semi-trailers, will approach the site from the eastern end of
Melville Street, pulling up in the loading zone in front of the site or turning left into the site.
Heavy vehicles exiting the site will turn right onto Melville Street. Heavy vehicles using the
loading zone will continue west on Melville Street when leaving the site.
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Figure 3-12 Heavy vehicle site access routes (excluding semi-trailers)
LEGEND
Inbound routes
Outbound routes
Circulating route

3.7

Intersection operation impacts

The volume of traffic activity associated with the works, generally up to 10 movements per hour,
is not expected to have a noticeable impact on the operation of intersections in the CBD or on
the site access routes. These access routes are already well-utilised streets, suited to carrying
relatively large volumes of traffic.
Large heavy vehicles making turns at intersections within the CBD may need to use multiple
lanes to achieve the turn. This may result in minor delays with the turning vehicle impacting the
through lane. Delays are expected to be minor given the expected number of trucks and
scheduling to avoid trucks arriving on site at the same time. Semi-trailer movements will be only
4-5 movements per day, 1-2 days per week.
Movement of workers on the site in the morning will generally be before the commuter peak
period. Workers leaving in the afternoon may do so during the afternoon peak, although the
impact on traffic flow will be mitigated due to the dispersed location of worker parking.
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4.

Traffic management measures
4.1

Road closures

To facilitate the erection of the tower crane, a full closure of Melville Street in front of the site will
be required over a two-day period (Saturday / Sunday). Pedestrian access will be maintained on
the opposite side of Melville Street, but the footpath directly in front of the site will be closed for
safety reasons.
Access will be maintained to adjacent land uses, including the UTas student accommodation
building. Alternative routes for through traffic will be via Bathurst Street (northbound only) or
Brisbane Street (two-way).
The same arrangements will be required for the tower crane dismantling.

4.2

Adjacent lane

The lane along the south-western border of the site provides rear access to businesses in
Elizabeth Street. The lane is used for light vehicle parking. It is not used for deliveries.
Short term closures of the lane will be required during business hours for works on the boundary
or moving equipment in the lane. Traffic controllers will be in place to let cars in and out of the
lane as required. If any extended closures of the lane are required, they will occur outside of
business hours. Adjacent businesses will be consulted with regarding any works which will
impact access to the lane. Traffic volumes using the lane are low and it is expected that access
impacts can be appropriately managed.

4.3

Public transport

No changes to public transport routes are required to facilitate the works.

4.4

Pedestrian management

It is proposed to close the footpath in front of the site from the last week of demolition (end of
February 2019) until completion of the works. Prior to this the footpath will not be impacted. The
closure is required as there is a building on the boundary to be demolished as well as a new
building to be constructed on the boundary. A gantry cannot be provided to maintain pedestrian
access as there are two trees on the footpath which must be maintained and protected (Figure
4-1). Pedestrians cannot be diverted onto the roadway in front of the site due to truck loading
requirements. The proposed footpath closure is therefore essential for pedestrian safety.
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Figure 4-1 Trees on footpath

Pedestrian volumes on this section of Melville Street are generally low during the day.
Pedestrian volumes are highest during the morning and evening peak hours with pedestrian
movements associated with the adjacent commuter car park, students and commuters walking
to or from workplaces within the CBD.
A pedestrian count on the footpath in front of the site was undertaken on Monday 12 November
2018, between 8:10-9:10 am. A total of 77 pedestrian movements were recorded, including 48
travelling towards Elizabeth Street and 29 travelling towards Argyle Street. During the count, it
was noted that numerous pedestrians crossed Melville Street at mid-block locations between
Argyle Street and Elizabeth Street. There were frequent gaps in traffic allowing pedestrians to
cross in midblock locations.
The site is 40 m from the Elizabeth Street / Melville Street intersection. During the footpath
closure, pedestrians will be able to use this intersection as a crossing point. It is proposed to
provide a new pedestrian crossing point on Melville Street east of the site.
It is proposed to remove two existing car parking spaces to provide a pedestrian crossing point
with a kerb extension, as illustrated in Figure 4-2. The kerb extension will reduce the pedestrian
crossing distance to approximately 7 m. The kerb extension will also ensure sight distance at
the crossing is not restricted by adjacent parked cars. Traffic volumes on Melville Street are
relatively low, up to 390 vehicles per hour in the peak (approximately 1 vehicle every 10
seconds). Adequate breaks in traffic are available for the pedestrian crossing.
Alternative pedestrian routes during the footpath closure are illustrated in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-2 Proposed pedestrian crossing

Kerb extension

Remove parking spaces
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Figure 4-3 Alternative pedestrian route

Alternative pedestrian route

Footpath closed

4.5

Cyclists

There are no dedicated cyclist facilities on Melville Street and cyclist volumes are expected to
be relatively low. Three bicycles were observed on Melville Street during the pedestrian count
(8:10-9:10 am). During the short term closures of Melville Street for the tower crane erection /
dismantling, cyclists may use Brisbane Street or Bathurst Street as alternative routes.

4.6

Emergency services

The Hobart Fire Station and Ambulance Tasmania are located on Melville Street between
Argyle Street and Campbell Street. There are keep clear zones on Melville Street in front of the
exit from each of these sites. Construction traffic using this part of Melville Street will need to
ensure these keep clear zones are maintained, particularly when queuing at intersections.
Liaison with emergency services, including fire, ambulance and police, will occur prior to the
temporary closures of Melville Street for the tower crane erection and dismantling. Access
along Melville Street will be available at all other times.

4.7

Parking

Access to the adjacent car park on Melville Street will not be impacted by the works. Five
existing parking spaces on Melville Street will be removed from January 2019 until completion of
the works. This includes four two-hour parking spaces and a single one-hour parking space.
Other parking spaces on Melville Street not be impacted.
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4.8

Communication strategy

A communication strategy has been developed to advise stakeholders of demolition activities.
Hutchinson Builders, as the managing contractor, will take on ultimate responsibility for
communications.

Figure 4-4 Communication strategy

Hutchinson
Builders
City of
Hobart
Surrounding
Land uses

Spectran

Road Users

Hutchinson Builders will liaise with the City of Hobart throughout, with regard to permits,
approvals and general progress reporting.
Hutchinson Builders have already undertaken direct consultation with a number of landowners
and tenants who will be directly affected. Prior to demolition works commencing, additional
consultation will be undertaken. The following is proposed:


Upon receipt of Staged Permits, Letter drop to businesses, nominating two points of contact
within Hutchinson Builders. This will include outlined of project, proposed stages and broad
programmes. Follow up face to face introductions / meetings.



Specific communication via letter drop / email / phone, as required on specific items/issues
as they arise.



The use of variable message boards, advising changes to traffic as required.

The above should be implement in full, at least 14 days prior to commencement of activities
onsite.
The impacts on road users during demolition and construction will be relatively localised, and
the primary method of communicating with affected road users will be signage in Melville Street,
Elizabeth Street and Argyle Street. These are in addition to other specific traffic management
signage requirements as per AS1742.3.
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5.

Traffic Management Plan
administration
5.1

Responsibilities

The implementation of this Traffic Management Plan will ultimately be the responsibility of
Hutchinson Builders and its contractors. However day-to-day traffic management will involve a
number of different stakeholders as outlined in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Stakeholders
Role

Organisation

Contact Person

Contractor

Hutchinson Builders

Tom Morahan
Tom.Morahan@hutchinsonbuilders.com.au
Ph. 0439 444 771

Traffic Management
Contractor

Spectran

David Smith
dsmith@spectrangroup.com.au
Ph. 0408 039 323

Construction Traffic
Management Plan
preparation

GHD

Road Authority

City of Hobart

Kathryn Easther
Kathryn.Easther@ghd.com
Ph. 6210 0691
Angela Moore
moorea@hobartcity.com.au
Ph. 6238 2304

Surrounding land
uses

Melville Street Car
Park

TBC

Adjacent retail stores

TBC

UTas student
accommodation

TBC

Alphacrucis college

TBC
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6.

Summary of traffic management
commitments
The following list summarised the measures that will be in place prior to commencement of, and
during the execution of, the works.
1.

Key stakeholders, including operators of adjacent land uses, will be notified of any changed
traffic management arrangements prior to commencement of works.

2.

Works will generally occur between 7:00 am and 6:00 pm Monday to Saturday. Works
outside these hours will be subject to communication with stakeholders.

3.

Vehicle access to the adjacent laneway will be maintained where possible. Short term
closures of the lane will be required during business hours for works on the boundary or
moving equipment in the lane. Traffic controllers will be in place to let cars in and out as
required. If any extended closures of the lane are required, they will occur outside of
business hours. Adjacent businesses will be consulted with regarding any works which will
impact access to the lane.

4.

Prior to the last week of demolition (end of February 2019), the footpath in front of the site
on Melville Street will remain open.

5.

It is proposed to close the footpath in front of the site from the last week of demolition until
completion of the works. A crossing point, with a kerb extension, will be provided on
Melville Street east of the site for the full period of the footpath closure.

6.

Traffic management will be used to stop westbound traffic on Melville Street to allow semitrailers to turn into Melville Street from Elizabeth Street and to turn into the loading zone in
front of the site.

7.

Full closures of Melville Street for the tower crane erection / dismantling will be limited to
weekends only, commencing from 6:00 am Saturday and removed by 6:00 am Monday.
Pedestrian access will be maintained on the opposite side of Melville Street. Access to the
Utas student accommodation building will be maintained.
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